Introduction

General screening for unknown mutations in the large genes such as BRCA1 and BRCA2 is time consuming and expensive. There is a whole range of procedures that should be performed prior to the final confirmation of the mutation. Habitually, the screening is started by using the methods that provide information about the region of the gene where the mutation is positioned (e.g. protein truncation test - PTT, single-strand conformational polymorphism analysis - SSCP, denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis - DGGE).\textsuperscript{1-3} Direct sequencing and determination of specific changes in the nucleotide sequence aims at the final confirmation and identification of mutation.

Yet, when the mutation is well determined and precisely described, then the detection can be performed in a less complicated and less expensive manner. One group of these methods comprises the analysis based on the determination of differences in the melting
temperatures of perfectly matched base pairs and mutated variants. This article reports the determination of known BRCA1 mutations - 1806C>T, 300T>G, 300T>A, 310G>A, 5382insC using the real time PCR on Light Cycler and melting curve analysis. The system is programmed to monitor the melting curve analysis of the allele specific fluorescent resonance energy transfer - FRET probes after the PCR, allowing direct typing of the sample without any further processing.

**Methods**

DNA was isolated from the peripheral blood using the DNA blood isolation kit (Quiagen, Hilden, Germany). The primers and probe sets for the detection of specific mutations were designed in our laboratory applying the Light Cycler Probe Design Software, Version 1.0, and synthesized by TIB Molbiol (Berlin, Germany).

The real-time PCR and melting curve analysis at the Light Cycler instrument (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Mannheim, Germany) was applied for the detection of mutations. PCR was performed according to the manufacturer's instructions (Light Cycler Fast Start master hybridization probes, Roche Molecular Biochemicals). Briefly, the DNA templates were selectively amplified in the PCR reaction (annealing temperature 52°C, 45 cycles) using specific primers described in Table 1. Beside specific primers, the specific hybridization probes conjugated with LC Red640 (Light Cycler Red 640 fluorescent dye) were added to the mastermix. At the end of PCR reaction, the melting curve analysis was performed through heating the mix to 95°C for 1 min followed by cooling in steps (58°C, 48°C, 40°C, 35°C) to 35°C and repeated gradual heating to 85°C. The data were collected during the gradual heating phase (35°C - 85°C).

**Results and discussion**

Several cancers appear to be related to BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations including breast, ovarian, pancreatic, prostate, fallopian tube, and...
ryngeal cancer, as well as adult leukemias and lymphomas. However, women with germ-line heterozygous mutations in BRCA1 or BRCA2 are primarily at increased risk of developing breast or/and ovarian cancer. The mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2 predict the likelihood of breast cancer development by the age of 70 years of 45% to 87% and 26% to 84%, respectively. The odds of ovarian cancer for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers are 16% to 63% and 10% to 27%, respectively.

Even though the breast and ovarian cancers related to inherited mutations in cancer susceptibility genes represent a small proportion of all cancers (less than 10%), it is of great importance for the clinician to detect the patients who are carrying these mutations. Consequently, the determination of potential risk among the family members of the mutation carrier can be estimated and prevention measures can be undertaken. The criteria for the genetic testing of patients and relatives are based on the most common risk factors in hereditary cancer syndromes – early age cancer onset, presence of the same cancer in multiple relatives, occurrence of multiple primary cancers in one individual, development of an unusual type of cancer (e.g. breast cancer in male), being a member of a specific ethnicity. Considering the facts, that Slovenian population is ethnically relatively closed and that the breast cancer in Slovenia is the most common cancer type affecting women, we started, at the Institute of Oncology Ljubljana in 2001, with genetic counseling and testing of individuals from families with multiple histories of breast and ovarian cancer.

Laboratory of Medical Genetics - Vrije University Brussels, provided general mutation screening of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes for Slovenian patients. From these results, it was evident that the most frequent mutations in hereditary breast (and ovarian) cancer were the Slovenian founder mutations IVS162A>G in BRCA2 and 1806C>T, 300T>G, 300T>A, 310G>A, 5382insC in BRCA1 gene. Almost 80% (precisely 77%) of all determined mutations in Slovenian patients were covered by this mutation profile. With the purpose of simplifying the detection of mutations in BRCA1 gene, we applied the real-time PCR followed by melting curve analysis using hybridization probes. The primers and probes were designed on the sequences of BRCA1 gene covering the reported mutations - 1806C>T, 300T>G, 300T>A, 310G>A, 5382insC. For each type of mutation, the optimal conditions were settled and the positive inner control was used.
The homozygous (wild-type) PCR product designed for the detection of 1806C>T on BRCA1 gene showed a single peak at 62°C, whereas the heterozygous products (mutant) showed an additional peak at 58°C (Figure 1).

The homozygous (wild type) PCR product designed for the detection of 300T>G on BRCA1 gene showed a single peak at 58.5°C, whereas the heterozygous products (mutant) showed an additional peak at 67°C (Figure 2). Unfortunately, the heterozygous product for 300T>A mutation did not show any additional peaks, thus making the mutation undetectable by this method (Figure 3). The reason for that was a too small difference (less than 2°C) between the melting temperatures of the wild type and mutated DNA sequence.

The homozygous (wild type) PCR product designed for the detection of 310G>A on BRCA1 gene showed a single peak at 60.5°C, whereas the heterozygous products (mutant) showed an additional peak at 54.5°C (Figure 4).

The homozygous (wild type) PCR product designed for the detection of 5386insC on BRCA1 gene showed a single peak at 62.5°C, whereas the heterozygous products (mutant) showed an additional peak at 67.5°C (Figure 5).

The majority of mutations detected with the real-time PCR and melting curve analysis were further subjected to direct sequencing. The number of tested individuals and of mutation positive individuals is listed in Table 2. An absolute correlation between the direct sequencing and the real-time PCR and melting curve analysis was obtained – the real-time PCR and melting curve analysis actually gave no false positive outcomes. The patient’s DNA that was negative for mutations by real-time PCR and melting curve analysis was not subjected to sequencing in all cases, which precludes any conclusions concerning the false negative results of the method.

Figure 3. Detection of 300T>A mutation in BRCA1 gene by real-time PCR and melting curve analysis. DNA was isolated from the blood of a normal person and of a carrier of mutation. A - normal DNA (wild-type); B - positive control (mutant DNA); C - patient’s DNA; wild type peak at 58°C. Heterozygous mutant product for 300T>A mutation did not show any additional peaks.

Figure 4. Detection of 310G>A on BRCA1 gene by real-time PCR and melting curve analysis. DNA was isolated from the blood of a normal person and of a carrier of mutation. A - normal DNA (wild-type); B - positive control (mutant DNA); C - patient’s DNA; wild type peak at 60.5°C; mutant peak at 54.5°C.

Figure 5. Detection of 5386insC on BRCA1 gene by real-time PCR and melting curve analysis. DNA was isolated from the blood of a normal person and of a carrier of mutation. A - normal DNA (wild-type); B - positive control (mutant DNA); C - patient’s DNA; wild type peak at 62.5°C; mutant peak at 67.5°C.

However, positive misleading results may be obtained because of unknown polymorphisms or a mutation within the target region affecting hybridization of probes and binding of primers, and consequently, the melting temperature of the product. It should also be mentioned that careful optimization of the reaction for each mutation is necessary before the analysis of the patients’ DNA samples is performed in order to achieve an optimal sensitivity and specificity for the method. Especially important is to bear in mind that not only the physical features during the reaction, but also the nucleotide structure in the dimmer (e.g. higher melting temperature of the fragments that have higher percentage of GC) and the length of the dimmer fragment (the melting temperature of longer fragments is higher) affect the melting temperature. In this study, the PCR was optimized in respect to annealing temperature, concentration of Mg²⁺, and number of polymerization cycles; the reaction during the melting curve analysis was optimized in respect to the time and temperature differences in the intervals of cooling and heating steps.

In view of the present results, it could be concluded that the primers and probes for the detection of 1806C>T, 300T>G, 300T>A, 310G>A and 5382insC mutations in BRCA1 gene were designed successfully. After the optimization, the real-time PCR and melting curve analysis using hybridization probes showed out to be an extremely sensitive method for the detection of known mutations. Even though the designed primers and probes were specific for the mutation 300T>A, the method was not sensitive enough for this type of mutation. However, for the final conclusions about the sensitivity and specificity of the method, a larger number of samples should be included. Prior to this, possible false negative and positive results should be taken in consideration.

Table 2. Mutations in Slovenian patients detected by real-time PCR and melting curve analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of mutation</th>
<th>Number of tested patients</th>
<th>Number of detected mutations</th>
<th>No. LC positive/No. direct sequencing positive*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1806C&gt;T</td>
<td>87+90</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300T&gt;G</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300T&gt;A</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310G&gt;A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5382insC</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* number of positive samples detected by real-time PCR and melting curve analysis using Light Cycler (LC)/number of samples confirmed to be positive by direct sequencing
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